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Examining the role of Asian and indigenous male servants across the Asia Pacific from
the late-19th century to the 1930s, this study shows how their ubiquitous presence in
these purportedly 'humble' jobs gave them a degree of cultural influence that has been
largely overlooked in the literature on labour mobility in the age of empire. With case
studies from British Hong Kong, Singapore, Northern Australia, Fiji and British
Columbia, French Indochina, the American Philippines and the Dutch East Indies, the
book delves into the intimate and often conflicted relationships between European and
American colonists and their servants. It explores the lives of 'houseboys', cooks and
gardeners in the colonial home, considers the bell-boys and waiters in the grand
colonial hotels, and follows the stewards and cabin-boys on steamships travelling
across the Indian and Pacific Oceans. This broad conception of service allows
Colonialism and Male Domestic Service to illuminate trans-colonial or cross-border
influences through the mobility of servants and their employers. This path-breaking
study is an important book for students and scholars of colonialism, labour history and
the Asia Pacific region.
East Asian Security examines some of the most important strategic questions about the
future of East Asia. It includes provocative essays that explore the overall prospects for
war, peace, and stability in the region. Other essays focus on the likely strategies that
China and Japan will pursue at the dawn of the next millennium. Students, scholars,
and analysts of contemporary issues will find East Asian Security to be a stimulating
and valuable overview of these questions.
Focusing on the current trends and business strategies in this growing field on both a
national and international level and covering such topics as the Ethernet, fiber optics,
and the powerline, this volume provides a well-rounded look into the world of
broadband communications. This is a remarkable resource that has brought together
great industry thinkers and is an important reference tool for executives, educators, and
all people belonging to the information industry.
In Gary Snyder and the Pacific Rim, Timothy Gray draws upon previously unpublished
journals and letters as well as his own close readings of Gary Snyder's well-crafted
poetry and prose to track the early career of a maverick intellectual whose writings
powered the San Francisco Renaissance of the 1950s and 1960s. Exploring various
aspects of cultural geography, Gray asserts that this west coast literary community
seized upon the idea of a Pacific Rim regional structure in part to recognize their
Orientalist desires and in part to consolidate their opposition to America's cold war
ideology, which tended to divide East from West. The geographical consciousness of
Snyder's writing was particularly influential, Gray argues, because it gave San
Francisco's Beat and hippie cultures a set of physical coordinates by which they could
chart their utopian visions of peace and love.Gray's introduction tracks the increased
use of “Pacific Rim discourse” by politicians and business leaders following World War
II. Ensuing chapters analyze Snyder's countercultural invocation of this regional idea,
concentrating on the poet's migratory or “creaturely” sensibility, his gift for literary
translation, his physical embodiment of trans-Pacific ideals, his role as tribal
spokesperson for Haight-Ashbury hippies, and his burgeoning interest in environmental
issues. Throughout, Gray's citations of such writers as Allen Ginsberg, Philip Whalen,
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and Joanne Kyger shed light on Snyder's communal role, providing an amazingly
intimate portrait of the west coast counterculture. An interdisciplinary project that utilizes
models of ecology, sociology, and comparative religion to supplement traditional
methods of literary biography, Gary Snyder and the Pacific Rim offers a unique
perspective on Snyder's life and work. This book will fascinate literary and Asian
studies scholars as well as the general reader interested in the Beat movement and
multicultural influences on poetry.
Which acts by educators are “racist” and which are “antiracist”? How can an educator
constructively discuss complex issues of race with students and colleagues? In
Everyday Antiracism leading educators deal with the most challenging questions about
race in school, offering invaluable and effective advice. Contributors including Beverly
Daniel Tatum, Sonia Nieto, and Pedro Noguera describe concrete ways to analyze
classroom interactions that may or may not be “racial,” deal with racial inequality and
“diversity,” and teach to high standards across racial lines. Topics range from using
racial incidents as teachable moments and responding to the “n-word” to valuing
students’ home worlds, dealing daily with achievement gaps, and helping parents fight
ethnic and racial misconceptions about their children. Questions following each essay
prompt readers to examine and discuss everyday issues of race and opportunity in their
own classrooms and schools. For educators and parents determined to move beyond
frustrations about race, Everyday Antiracism is an essential tool.
How new media and visual artists provide alternative ways for understanding and
visualizing the entanglements of media and the environment in the Asia-Pacific. Images
of environmental disaster and degradation have become part of our everyday media
diet. This visual culture focusing on environmental deterioration represents a wider
recognition of the political, economic, and cultural forces that are responsible for our
ongoing environmental crisis. And yet efforts to raise awareness about environmental
issues through digital and visual media are riddled with irony, because the resource
extraction, manufacturing, transportation, and waste associated with digital devices
contribute to environmental damage and climate change. Screen Ecologies examines
the relationship of media, art, and climate change in the Asia-Pacific region—a key site
of both environmental degradation and the production and consumption of climateaware screen art and media. Screen Ecologies shows how new media and visual artists
provide alternative ways for understanding the entanglements of media and the
environment in the Asia-Pacific. It investigates such topics as artists' exploration of
alternative ways to represent the environment; regional stories of media innovation and
climate change; the tensions between amateur and professional art; the emergence of
biennials, triennials, and new arts organizations; the theme of water in regional art; new
models for networked collaboration; and social media's move from private to public
realms. A generous selection of illustrations shows a range of artist's projects.
The aim of the book is to provide readers with an understanding of the important and
emerging political, economic and social trends and challenges in East Asia in the
coming years.There is urgency to conduct such a review of the state of East Asian
affairs as the international and regional environments seemed to be headed towards
greater uncertainty. At the international level, the European Union (EU) continues to
grapple with its debt crisis with no clear resolution in sight. On the other side of the
Atlantic, the US is gearing up for its presidential and congressional elections that will
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take place towards the end of 2012. The outcome of these elections would have
implications for America''s relations with countries in East Asia, particularly China.
Already, in the run-up to these elections, potential candidates have whipped up antiChina sentiments or even called for tough anti-China measures to appeal their
respective constituencies.More significantly, with the relative decline of the US and EU,
increasing doubts have been raised concerning the values and beliefs that have
undergird the US and individual European countries'' political system and institutions
since World War Two. China''s current stellar economic growth in the midst of the
sputtering performance of the US and the EU economies have lent increasing
legitimacy to the attractiveness of China''s model that combines strong authoritarian
leadership with the vibrancy of a market economy. Managing a rising China and a
declining US and the EU will have an impact, whether big or small, on the countries in
Asia.Also, in East Asia, a number of countries have either undergone or are going to
undergo major elections that have elected or will elect a new leadership to take over the
helm, with possible implications for policy adjustments or possibly even policy changes
in these countries. China is gearing up for its crucial leadership transition at the 18th
Party Congress, while Taiwan has held its presidential election; Hong Kong has elected
its Chief Executive and will hold the Legislative Council elections, while the two OC
KoreasOCO will be adjusting to the post-Kim Jong-il uncertainty. Japan, too is still
trying to recover from the triple disasters (tsunami, earthquakes and the radioactivity
fallout) with the current Noda administration still trying to figure a way out to revitalize
the Japanese economy."
This book of case studies is a significant contribution to monetary macroeconomics in
which country-specific experience and issues in inflation and monetary policy are
reviewed and analysed in an historical context. In doing so, the key ideas and views
There is no bigger policy agenda in the East Asian region than connectivity. Costs of
international connectivity are indeed falling, in the movement of goods, services, people
and data, leading to greater flows, and to the reorganisation of business and the
emergence of new forms of international transactions. There are second-round effects
on productivity and growth, and on equity and inclusiveness. Participating in trade
across borders involves significant set-up costs and, if these costs are lowered due to
falling full costs of connectivity, more firms will participate, which is a driver of
productivity growth and innovation at the firm level. Connectivity investments are linked
to poverty reduction, since they reduce the costs of participating in markets. This
volume includes chapters on the consequences of changes in both physical and digital
connectivity for trade, for the location of economic activity, for forms of doing business,
the growth of e-commerce in particular, and for the delivery of new services, especially
in the financial sector. A study of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is also
included. These studies are preceded by an assessment of the connectivity
performance in the Asia-Pacific region and followed by a discussion of impediments to
investment in projects that contribute to productivity. The collection as a whole provides
the basis for a series of recommendations for regional cooperation. The Pacific Trade
and Development (PAFTAD) conference series has been at the forefront of analysing
challenges facing the economies of East Asia and the Pacific since its first meeting in
Tokyo in January 1968.
A collection of papers that discusses developments in the global movements of people,
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goods, services, and information in the Asia-Pacific region.
Experts examine changing security arrangements in the Asia-Pacific region, particularly
the rise of multilateral efforts at cooperative security.
The economic crisis of 1997 called East Asia's economic miracle into question and
generated widespread criticism of the region's developmental models. However, the
crisis did little to alter the growing economic integration of American, Japanese and
Chinese firms who have created cross-border production networks. This book
addresses the changing nature of high-tech industries in Asia, particularly in the
electronics sector, where such networks are increasingly designed to foster and to
exploit the region's highly heterogenous technology, skills and know-how.

These stories offer us an introduction to the complex oral traditions of the varied
civilizations of one of the world's most fascinating regions. Exotic, clever, and
poignant, Asian-Pacific Folktales and Legends invites you into a magically
distinctive world. Originating from the far corners of the globe—China, Korea,
Japan, Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Malaysia—these tales
teach us about morality and mysticism in enchanting ways. Organized by
universal folkloric themes, Asian-Pacific Folktales and Legends features animal
stories, tales of magical skill, explanations of how things came to be the way they
are, delightful depictions of the clever and the foolish, ghosts and supernatural
beings, and legends about heroes and gods. From "The Supernatural
Crossbow," a Vietnamese tale, to the Malaysian story of "The Man in the Moon,"
each piece in this collection explores a self-contained, dreamlike universe that
both delights and transports the reader. Shaped by the geographical and cultural
influences of a people, these stories offer us an introduction to the complex oral
traditions of the varied civilizations of one of the world's most fascinating regions.
This book examines the phenomena of how individuals experience work stress
and coping in both developed and developing countries in the world. Rabi
Bhagat, known for his cross-cultural scholarship in this area, and his co authors,
help us recognize the causes and consequences of work stress. They present a
systematic, comprehensive review of this topic with plenty of practical insights
and case studies examining work stress and coping in the era of globalization.
Researchers, practitioners and students in the field of industrial organizational
psychology, organizational behavior, and human resources management will find
this book of interest.
Offers profiles of ninety-six Asian American businesspeople who have had a
significant impact on their professions and communities.
Asia-Pacific in the New World Order critically explores the notion that a distinctive
regional power bloc is developing linking countries bordering the Pacific, with
East Asia at its core. This student-friendly volume sheds light on the complex
interplay between global, regional and national forces which have transformed
the Asia-Pacific area into one of the most vibrant and economically successful
regions in the world. Historical narratives alongside geopolitical and geoeconomic
perspectives are deployed to examine the shifting pattern of power relations and
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security structures across the region, set within a wider world context. Key issues
addressed include: * what are the primary security problems of the region and
how are they being resolved? * does the dynamic growth of the region, and
particularly the rise of China, pose a challenge to existing structures of world
order? The text has a strong interdisciplinary flavour drawing on analytical
approaches from the international relations, political economy and political
geography literature. Authors have been drawn from the Asia-Pacific region and
the UK and all are established scholars in their specialist fields.
This volume offers a comparative study of Hong Kong, Singapore and Mainland
China's financial models conducted by leading experts in the field and advances
a sophisticated and common understanding on the development of financial
centres in Asia based on the rule of law.
The Digital Review of Asia Pacific provides an overview of how information and
communication technology (ICT) is being diffused throughout the Asia Pacific
region to facilitate socio-economic development. This third annual review
provides an analytical overview of the state of ICT4D in the Asia Pacific region. It
covers 31 countries and economies including - for the first time - North Korea.
Each country is dealt within a separate chapter, which attempts to provide
comprehensive coverage of the various aspects of ICT4D in the concerned
country at the time of writing (in 2006). The chapters have been written by a team
of authors representing different sectors, such as government, academia,
industry, and civil society.
Now in its third edition, Progressive Community Organizing: Transformative Practice in
a Globalizing World introduces readers to the rich practice of progressive community
organizing for social change while also providing concrete tools geared toward
practitioner skill building. Drawing from social movement scholarship and social theory,
this book articulates a transformative approach to organizing that embraces emergent
strategies and healing justice. It emphasizes framing processes and the power of
stories using story-based strategy and digital activism. Embracing intersectional
organizing, the book addresses topics such as identity politics, microagressions,
internalized oppression, and horizontal hostility with attention to recentering and
allyship as a growth-oriented journey of solidarity and liberation. Readers will engage
with case studies focused on issues such as poverty, racial justice, immigration,
housing, health and mental health, and climate crisis. This new edition includes:
Expanded content on transformative change approaches including healing justice New
content on the role of digital technology and social media in organizing Case studies of
the Poor People’s Campaign and Extinction Rebellion Emphasis on the power of
stories and story-based strategy for organizing and issue framing Transformative
organizations with attention to feminist and decolonized organizational structures and
cultures Expanded chapters on strategies and tactics focusing on power analysis and a
range of tactics from direct action to resilience-based organizing The book will be of
interest to students and practitioners who want to become more skilled in structural
analysis, praxis, and self-reflexivity through critical and transformative engagement with
historical and current social problems, social movements, and social welfare.
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Festival and Event Tourism Impacts provides a comprehensive review and analysis of
the multi-faceted impacts that festival and events have on a host community, whether
positive or negative, and offers recommendations for communities for the successful
management of this kind of tourism. Opening chapters define festival and event tourism
impact concepts utilized in the field and their evolution throughout the years, followed
by an exploration of the current issues facing communities. The second part discusses
sustainability and environmental issues that affect destinations and communities as a
result of festival and event impacts. Subsequent chapters outline further impacts and
finally address cutting-edge event tourism development and impact management
strategies and considerations such as innovative management approaches,
sustainability, and social responsibility, for example, and identify future trends and
issues within a multidisciplinary global perspective. A variety of geographical locations
are exemplified throughout as well as a range of diverse event types including the
Formula One Grand Prix in Monaco, Pope Francis’ visit to Mauritius in 2019, and the
29th Summer Universiade in Taiwan, among many others. Drawing on the knowledge
and expertise of highly regarded academics from around the world, this will be of great
interest to all upper-level students and researchers in Tourism, Hospitality, Events, and
related fields.
Efforts to contend with tensions inherent in multiethnic societies; case studies of India,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines,
China, Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Vanuatu, and the Federated
States of Micronesia. Ethnic conflict, one of the most serious and widespread problems
in the world today, can undermine efforts to promote political and economic
development, as well as political, economic, and social justice. It can also lead to
violence and open warfare, producing horrifying levels of death and destruction.
Although government policies on ethnic issues often have profound effects on a
country, the subject has been neglected by most scholars and analysts. This volume
analyzes different policies governments have pursued in their efforts to contend with
the tensions inherent in multiethnic societies. The book focuses on Asia and the Pacific,
the most populous and economically vibrant part of the world. The heart of the book is a
set of case studies of government policies in sixteen countries: India, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, China,
Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Vanuatu, and the Federated States of
Micronesia. The studies consider a wide range of political, economic, educational,
linguistic, and cultural policies, and how these policies have evolved over time. Using a
broad comparative perspective to assess the effectiveness of different governmental
approaches, the authors offer policy recommendations that cut across individual
countries and regions.
This book explores centuries of power relations and imperial and civilizing rhetorics,
overarching themes highlighted in these infrequently heard accounts by eastern
travelers to the West. Considered in depth are evolutions in mental frameworks and
practices that led to the emergence of anticolonial consciousness and strategies of
protest.
Quickly and decisively manage any medical emergency you encounter in the great
outdoors with Wilderness Medicine! World-renowned authority and author, Dr. Paul
Auerbach, and a team of experts offer proven, practical, visual guidance for effectively
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diagnosing and treating the full range of emergencies and health problems encountered
in situations where time and resources are scarce. Every day, more and more people
are venturing into the wilderness and extreme environments, or are victims of horrific
natural disasters...and many are unprepared for the dangers and aftermath that come
with these episodes. Whether these victims are stranded on mountaintops, lost in the
desert, injured on a remote bike path, or ill far out at sea, this indispensable
resource--now with online access at www.expertconsult.com for greater accessibility
and portability-- equips rescuers and health care professionals to effectively address
and prevent injury and illness in the wilderness! This textbook is widely referred to as
"The Bible of Wilderness Medicine." Be able to practice emergency medicine outside of
the traditional hospital/clinical setting whether you are in remote environments,
underdeveloped but highly populated areas, or disaster areas, are part of search and
rescue operations, or dealing with casualties from episodes of extreme sports and
active lifestyle activities. Face any medical challenge in the wilderness with expert
guidance: Dr. Auerbach is a noted author and the world's leading authority on
wilderness medicine. He is a founder and Past President of the Wilderness Medical
Society, consultant to the Divers Alert Network and many other agencies and
organizations, and a member of the National Medical Committee for the National Ski
Patrol System. Handle everything from frostbite to infection by marine microbes, not to
mention other diverse injuries, bites, stings, poisonous plant exposures, animal attacks,
and natural disasters. Grasp the essential aspects of search and rescue. Respond
quickly and effectively by improvising with available materials. Improve your
competency and readiness with the latest guidance on volcanic eruptions, extreme
sports, splints and slings, wilderness cardiology, living off the land, aerospace
medicine, mental health in the wilderness, tactical combat casualty care, and much
more. Meet the needs and special considerations of specific patient populations such
as children, women, elders, persons with chronic medical conditions, and the disabled.
Make smart decisions about gear, navigation, nutrition, and survival. Be prepared for
everything with expanded coverage on topics such as high altitude, cold water
immersion, and poisonous and venomous plants and animals. Get the skills you need
now with new information on global humanitarian relief and expedition medicine, plus
expanded coverage of injury prevention and environmental preservation. Get guidance
on the go with fully searchable online text, plus bonus images, tables and video clips all available on ExpertConsult.com.
The Professional Practice of Teaching in New Zealand contains a wealth of information
that pre-service teachers need to know in order to learn to teach effectively. Written
specifically for the New Zealand setting, it highlights the range of knowledge and skills
that teachers require in order to make a positive difference to their students’ lives. This
new edition has been fully updated to exemplify the latest research and align with the
current New Zealand context. New chapters on topics such as effective teaching in
modern learning environments, Maori learners and diverse learners add new depth to
the text and sit alongside a new introductory chapter that welcomes students to the
profession of teaching in New Zealand. Throughout the text many case studies,
activities and stories from real-life teachers and students help readers to link the theory
to their classroom practices.
This book analyzes the diversity of national disaster risk governance across Northeast Asia by
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comparing the national disaster management plans implemented by the governments of China,
Taiwan, Japan and South Korea. It also provides an overview of the financial protection
measures employed by these jurisdictions to insure against losses.
The fifth edition of The Process of Economic Development offers a thorough and up-to-date
treatment of development economics. It has been extensively revised throughout, reflecting the
most recent developments in research and incorporating the latest empirical data, as well as
key theoretical advances and many new topics. The world has seen vast economic growth in
China, economic transformation in India, new challenges in Latin America, rapid economic
progress in Southeast Asia, and the deepening impact of environmental issues such as climate
change. This new edition addresses all these critical issues as well as the pivotal role of the
state, where China’s capacity is contrasted with that of African states. Transnational
corporations’ reliance on low-wage manufacturing and labor arbitrage is featured in the book.
Agricultural policy—extensively explored—remains crucial, as does the promotion of
industrialization. This fifth edition offers a ‘state-of-the-art’ analysis of these essential themes
and many others. Numerous case studies and issue focuses have been integrated with sundry
central topics. Neoclassical theories and applications, including a timely exploration of
behavioral economics, are both rigorously and accessibly explicated. Cypher’s comprehensive
account remains the development economics text par excellence, as it takes a much more
practical, hands-on view of the issues facing the developing countries than other, overly
mathematical texts. This book is unique in its scope and in the detailed attention it gives to a
vast range of ideas, including pioneering developmentalist and heterodox formulations. Distinct
institutional structures are examined within their historical contexts. This landmark text will
continue to be an invaluable resource for students, teachers, and researchers in the fields of
development economics and development studies.
This volume showcases the diversity of the politics and practices of climate change
governance across Southeast Asia. Through a series of country-level case studies and
regional perspectives, the authors in this volume explore the complexities and contested
nature of climate governance in what can be considered as one of the most dynamic and multifaceted regions of the world. They reflect upon the tensions between authoritarian and
democratic climate change governance, the multiple roles of civil society and non-state
interventions, and the conflicts between state planning and market-driven climate change
governance. Shedding light on climate change mitigation and adaptation efforts in Southeast
Asia, this book presents the various formal and informal institutions of climate change
governance, their relevant actors, procedures, and policies. Empirical findings from a diverse
set of environments are merged into a cross-country comparison that allows for elaborating on
similar patterns whilst at the same time highlighting the distinct features of climate change
governance in Southeast Asia. Drawing on case studies from all Southeast Asian countries,
namely Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, Timor-Leste, and Viet Nam, this book will be of great interest to students,
scholars, and practitioners dealing with climate change and environmental governance.
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